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MEDITATIONS OF THE HEART

“I share with you the agony of your grief,

The anguish of your heart finds echo in my own.

I know I cannot enter all you feel

Nor bear with you the burden of your pain;

I can but offer what my love does give:

The strength of caring,

The warmth of one who seeks to understand

The silent storm-swept barrenness of so great a loss.

This I do in quiet ways,

That on your lonely path

You may not walk alone.”

Howard Thurman



a message...

The fall of 2012 and into the spring of 2013 have been very exciting times 
for us here at BFO-Midwestern Region. With the addition of three new board 
members, we were able to sustain our forward momentum as well as strengthen 
our relationships within our community and our own organization.

We implemented a strategic plan in 2009 that has allowed us to maintain 
focus on our goals. One of the goals was to find a sustainable space to house 
the Midwestern Region office and our programs. We are very excited to say 
we have found long-term space at The Family Centre which also houses Family 
and Children’s Services of Waterloo Region. Another goal of the strategic plan 
was to look into changing our marketing strategy to have a more user friendly 
website and become more in tune with social media. We will be unveiling a 
new look for BFO Midwestern Region in the fall of 2013.

We have continued to facilitate an open bereavement group with the Living 
With Loss program. We will also be looking into encompassing the Bereaved 
Parents network in Guelph and working closely with Hospice Wellington. 
Earlier this year we ran an educational night in Teeswater, Ontario and will continue 
to support them with facilitators and groups as well as a well-received conference 
on Contemporary Challenges of Grief. We will remain committed to educating 
our community on how to help themselves and others so that no one walks their 
journey through grief alone.

With continued success, our memorial events remain our main source of fundraising. 
Corporate sponsorships this year have grown which has added to BFO 
Midwestern Region’s financial stability. We have been able to retain two full 
time staff members, Rose Greensides our Executive Director and Laura Deyell – 
Program Co-ordinator. They are an integral part of how effective we our in our 
community and we could not do this without them.

This has been my first year as Board Chair and it has been a pleasure and a 
privilege to work with dedicated board members, staff, volunteers and facilitators. 
We look forward to the 2013–2014 year with hope and a quiet strength that 
will sustain us as we walk with those who are travelling their grief journey.

from our 
Board Chair

Carolyn Baltaz
Chair, Board of Directors



Together
we can

help the
healing
begin.

from our 
exeCutive direCtor

Rose Greensides
Executive Director

This past year has been one of both achievement and growth at Bereaved 
Families of Ontario-Midwestern Region (BFO). We have begun to provide 
support groups that address the varying dynamics and relationships that exist 
within the family. We recognize that the dynamic changes at BFO would 
not be possible, or even imaginable, if it were not for the commitment and 
dedication of our committees and volunteers. As it has been said so many 
times before in the Executive Director report, our volunteers are the life blood 
of this organization. They work tirelessly to provide support to the bereaved 
members of our community and “pound the pavement” to secure the funding 
we need to continue to offer quality programming and develop new programs 
for our future.

BFO believes that by providing education to the community we are supporting 
those who are bereaved within that community. Our Programming Advisory 
Committee developed education opportunities and presented workshops such 
as “Children and the Death of a Parent: Four Educational Evenings to Help 
Prepare for the Future” offered in the spring of 2012. In addition to all of the 
excitement of 2012, BFO had the opportunity to continue the Waterloo Region 
Bereavement Program entitled, “Living with Loss”. This program has supported 
grieving families for over 13 years. To date, the program has assisted over 
5000 individuals and provides a necessary service that is not currently found 
elsewhere within our community. BFO-MR is honoured and motivated by the 
opportunity to continue providing this noteworthy program that ensures our 
bereaved community does not suffer from a lapse in available services.

BFO is gaining recognition as a community of individuals who foster healing 
and encourage growth by providing the bereaved with a safe place in which 
to explore their own grief journey. It is in the companionship of this journey 
that the bereaved may walk with a compassionate individual who through 
their own experience with grief knows the road that lies ahead.

 It is, as always, an honour and privilege to be able to work with you all.



the bereaved helping the bereaved 
so that no one walks alone through 
their journey of grief. We can help 
the healing begin.

Bereaved Families of ontario - Midwestern region is a self help/mutual aid organization 

with the philosophy that those who have travelled the road can help those who are new 

to it. Bereaved Families of ontario - Midwestern region provides support to families who 

have experienced the death of a loved one through group support and one-to-one peer 

support. all of our groups are run by trained facilitators who are bereaved themselves.

to provide grief education and support to bereaved individuals, their families and 

professionals in schools, community organizations and corporate enterprises through 

outreach and training.

ABOuT BFO

OuR vISION

our mission

OuR BOARD & STAFF
Carolyn Baltaz

Shelley Young

Donna George

Jaime Bickerton

Jamie Hill

Susan Cadell

Brenda Wiles

Rose Greensides

Laura Deyell

Chair

Vice Chair

Treasurer

Director

Director

Director & Professional Consultant

Secretary

Executive Director

Programming Coordinator

“It’s wonderful that 

this group was 

available to us in our 

time of need. 

Many thanks to the 

volunteer facilitators 

for giving their 

time to such a 

great cause.”



The phone call came from our son’s boss at 8:59 a.m. on Wednesday, September 3, 2003, the phone call 

that nobody wants to receive. Our 23 year old son, John, had been injured at work in Detroit and we 

were to get our family to the hospital asap. I called and talked to a nurse, and although she hadn’t told 

me John was dead, my gut told me that he was.

The feelings of denial, of being alone, of numbness and the question “why us”, “why our son”, 

“why John”, began to set in and our family doctor referred us to a social worker who specialized in 

bereavement. Approximately six months later, although she would continue to work with our family, she 

suggested my husband and I contact Bereaved Families of Ontario Midwestern Region to join their child 

loss group.

Connecting with other parents whose child had died and being educated about grief by the two 

facilitators who had also been bereaved a few years earlier helped us so much. We weren’t alone. 

Others had suffered similar losses. We weren’t going crazy!

When I look back to those days or see other recently bereaved individuals it makes me realize how far 

our family has come along the journey of grief. It has made me consciously think about “being present” 

when others are talking. It has changed what I value in life.

Now, almost ten years after John’s death, it is time to give back, to pay it forward, to try to help others 

along their journey of grief.

Marj Deyell

our stories



PARENTS GRIEvING THE DEATH OF A BABy
9 week program
this is a closed support group for parents who have 
experienced the death of an infant during pregnancy and the 
death of a child up to and including the age of two years.

PARENTS GRIEvING THE DEATH OF A CHIlD
9 week program
this is a closed support group for parents who have 
experienced the death of a child from age three to adult.

GRANDPARENTS GRIEvING THE DEATH OF 
A GRANDCHIlD
9 week program
this is a closed support group for grandparents who have 
experienced the death of a grandchild of any age. 

WIDOWS/WIDOWERS WITH DEPENDENT CHIlDREN
10 week program
this is a closed support group for widows or widowers
raising young children at home.

programs

all participants who register for a closed support group are asked to commit to the full weeks of the group. 
a reunion takes place approximately two months after the completion of the group for members to reconnect. 
Facilitators of this group are themselves bereaved parents and are at a place in their grief journey where 
they are capable of “giving back” to others. Facilitators have completed BFo’s Facilitator training course 
and provide the group with structure and guidance over the course of the program.

HEAlING lITTlE HEARTS
6 week program

this is a closed group for children ages 3-6 who have experienced 

the death of a loved one. this group will focus on helping the 

children understand and cope with feelings of loss. they will find a 

renewed sense of happiness through stories, art, and creative play. 

a concurrent group is held for their caregivers to provide information 

on how children grieve, and give helpful tips on how to help them 

express themselves and work through their grief. 

Closed GRoups

“I find it very helpful and 

comforting to be able to 

share my grief and feelings 

with others that have also 

shared a similar loss.”



lIvING WITH lOSS PROGRAM
Living with Loss is an open group for adults that 
have experienced the death of a loved one. this 
group is designed to provide on-going support and 
some basic education about the grieving process. 
through this group you can learn new ways to 
handle the challenges and changes that come with 
the death of a loved one, as well as, gain a better 
understanding of your own grief and the grief of 
others. this group comes at no cost and does not 
require registration. 

SuBSEquENT PREGNANCy AFTER lOSS
this is an open group for mothers who are 
pregnant following the death of an infant during 
pregnancy, or the death of a child. Participants 
may attend the group depending on their needs at 
the time. this group meets in person, by telephone 
and by email and that this is an ongoing group 
that only runs when there are enough people to 
sustain a group.

TElEPHONE/ONE-ON-ONE SuPPORT
BFo understands that it may be difficult to wait 
for a group to start and/or to arrange a support 
meeting at the office. We are committed to helping 
those we are capable of supporting, and will ensure 
peer to peer support prior to the commencement of 
a group.

open GRoups eduCAtion

GRIEF IN THE WORkPlACE
this one hour, lunch and learn workplace program 
is designed to help employees identify grief in 
themselves or a co-worker, explain the impact of 
grief, equip participants with strategies to help 
support themselves or a co-worker, and normalize 
the difficulties experienced when faced with grief. 

uNDERSTANDING GRIEF SEMINAR
this 40 minute seminar discusses how grief affects 
us in all facets of our life, the myths and facts 
surrounding grief and mourning, the needs of 
mourning and coping strategies to work through 
and support grief. this workshop is ideal for 
volunteers and staff who encounter grief in their 
support or workplace. it can also be very helpful 
for friends and family of individuals who have 
experienced a death.

lIBRARy
an extensive collection of books relating to a 
variety of subjects is available to all family 
members and the community. We can offer some 
advice as to which books might be useful for each 
particular situation.

quARTERly NEWSlETTER
We have over 200 families who receive our 
newsletter. it contains thoughtful articles, stories, 
poems and the names of the children who we are 
remembering for those months.

“The facilitators have been 

considerate, involved and sensitive.” 



it has been my pleasure to be part of the Program advisory Committee (PaC) for almost 
three years and to offer some leadership since January 2011. as i step down, i am 
delighted to hand over the chair to tania Sousa who will bring new energy and ideas at 
a time when BFo is beginning afresh with a new look to the website and moving to a 
new location where opportunities to serve abound.

Program Advisory Committee

•	an educational series entitled “adult Children and the death of a Parent: Four 
educational evenings to help Prepare for the Future”. held at Luther village on the Park, 
these were four successive Wednesday evenings under the leadership of Marny Balodis-
Williams. the speakers were well received and the number of people attending at least 
one evening totalled 37.

•	Ben hoogenboom assumed responsibility for conference planning for 2013. PaC 
suggested a number of topics for consideration by the new conference planning 
committee which was convened in June. Ben has continued to report to PaC as the plans 
for the conference came together under the title “Challenges of Contemporary Grief”. it 
was held in april at Luther village on the Park.

•	PaC was pleased to support BFo and Susan Cadell in assuming responsibility when the 
continuation of the “Living with Loss” support group held under the auspices of the ratz-
Bechtel Funeral home was threatened.

•	valuable work on the database of resources had been started by members of PaC. 
it was taken over as a summer project by Laura deyell and Melissa Lambert. Melissa 
subsequently rejoined PaC and is able to contribute from her years of experience with 
the organization as well as her more recent learning.

•	early in the year, Laura deyell and Margaret Brockett responded to an invitation from 
Chartwell Select to consider holding the Walking with the Wounded series at their 
Cambridge location but the proposal did not get approval.

•	Most recently, PaC has been reviewing the website and will continue to work with Board 
Member, Jaime Bickerton in ensuring that it represents the work of the organization and 
is user friendly.

PaC has benefitted from having Board Member, Jamie hill provide the liaison between 
the two groups. it will enjoy double representation now that Brenda Wiles has assumed 
the responsibilities of recording secretary.

My thanks are due to those who have served PaC so faithfully this year, Wendy Borutski, 
Laura deyell, Catherine eby, Jamie hill, Ben hoogenboom, Melissa Lambert, Frank 
ripplinger and tania Sousa with support from rose Greensides, Susan Cadell and 
Marny Balodis-Williams and, most recently, Brenda Wiles.

Margaret Brockett

Some of the 
achievements of 

PaC over this 
past year 

include 
the following:



Unlike many others, I came “late” to Bereaved Families of Ontario (BFO). Seven years ago our daughter 

Erin – a vibrant, active young woman just shy of her 22nd birthday - died from encephalitis (brain 

swelling) of an unknown cause. The weekend before her death she had spent with us – and cracked us up 

with laughter as she relayed the latest stories from her summer job. Three days later she was found dead in 

her apartment.

Erin was our oldest child - she changed our lives dramatically and for the better the day she was born. In 

the next four years, two sons arrived to complete our family.

For two years after Erin’s death, our family spiralled downwards; guilt, anger and sadness washed over 

us in unrelenting waves and found their expression at times in undesirable and risky behaviours. And then 

began the slow, hard journey to accept the reality of our losses and to invest in our “new” lives.

Many, many people helped me along my path. It is true about grieving that only you can do it - but you 

can’t do it alone! I gratefully accepted help from family, friends, our Ministers and professional counsellors. 

I read so many books – that at least let me know I was not going crazy! But joining a grief group was not 

something I thought I could do – I couldn’t bear to face the pain of others experiencing a loss like ours. 

And I was wrong.

Children typically are their parents’ living legacy. Losing Erin forced me to think about how I could best 

honor her life, how I could become part of her legacy. Erin was always so positive, so giving and so 

helpful to others – many of her friends and schoolmates gave us precious stories about how she had 

helped them with an assignment, cheered them up when they were down, expressed unwavering faith in 

their ability to meet a challenge. And so four years ago, I contacted BFO (Midwestern Region), told my 

story in a wavering voice and was accepted for volunteer training. This is my third year volunteering – two 

years with closed groups (Child Loss) and this year with the open group, Living with Loss (LWL).

Through BFO I have found an amazing community of caring and support. I have met so many resilient 

people, have learned that in grief you really can both laugh and cry at the same time! I’ve seen people 

come into sessions absolutely shattered - and leave two hours later, bolstered by some helpful comment 

that a group member said, or a caring hug. And I’ve been privileged to experience incredible displays 

of honesty, forgiveness and creativity. But mostly groups are safe places, all about acceptance and 

understanding and caring for each other.

A few weeks ago at check in for LWL group, a participant said her spouse had asked how long she 

intended to keep coming. She responded, truthfully, that she did not know. When it was my turn for check 

in that evening, I told the group that I never intended to stop coming to Group! Being a facilitator for BFO 

is one of the most rewarding things I have ever done in my life – and as long as I can, I intend to keep on 

being a volunteer.

Gwen McBride

our stories



events & fundraisers:

on Saturday, June 2nd, 2012 BFo-Midwestern 
region hosted its 14th annual Charity Golf Classic 
at the New dundee Golf and Country Club. there 
was a great turnout of approximately 95 golfers 
and each participant left with a complimentary 
prize, many also won silent auction or raffle items. 
despite the cool wet weather, teams played their 
hardest and had a great time. We would like 
to thank each of the participants, sponsors and 
volunteers who made this event possible and a 
huge success

the 15th annual Butterfly release and Walk to 
remember was held on Sunday, September 9th, 
2012 at the Williamsburg Cemetery. despite 
the cloudy skies and cold winds, we were able 
to release our butterflies and have a memorable 
event. We were able to raise $10,400 to support 
the work of Bereaved Families.

13th AnnuAl ChARity 
CuRlinG Bonspiel

14th AnnuAl ChARity 
GolF ClAssiC ReCAp

jnp ChARity BeACh VolleyBAll 
touRnAMent iii

15th AnnuAl ButteRFly 
ReleAse/WAlK to ReMeMBeR

on Saturday, January 21st, 2012 Bereaved 
Families of ontario – Midwestern region, hosted 
the 13th annual Charity Curling Bonspiel at the 
KW Granite Club. the event was a huge success 
where nearly $8,500 was raised to benefit 
programs and services at BFo-Midwestern region. 
over 96 curlers attended this event. 

this year, the WestJet raffle winner was decided 
on the second day of the JNP volleyball 
tournament at Bingemans. a big congratulation 
goes out to Jean Press who won the tickets! thank 
you to all who bought a raffle ticket, came out 
the JNP tournament or who sold raffle tickets all of 
which contributed to our success.

on august 25th & 26th, 2012 the JNP volleyball 
tournament was held at Bingemans Park. this 
fundraiser is always a huge success where all 
the proceeds from the event are donated to 
BFo-Midwestern region. this co-ed volleyball 

tournament is held in memory of Jason Pearson, who 
was tragically killed in a hit-and-run in the summer 
of 2009. this event allows all of Jason’s family 
and friends to gather and share stories in memory 
of Jason. We were lucky enough to have beautiful 
weather allowing the volleyball festivities to 
continue creating a very fun and memorable event.

Westjet WinneR!

on Friday, November 23rd, 2012 BFo-
Midwestern region held the tree of Bright Stars 
event at the Grandview Baptist Church. the event 
remembered over 350 loved ones and raised over 
$7,500 for BFo-Midwestern region’s programs 
and services. BFo-Midwestern region purchases 
the stars form the Brain injury association of 
Waterloo-Wellington again this year and BFo 
volunteers personalize each one.

Carolyn Baltaz shared her experiences at the 
moving candle lighting service as a bereaved sister 
and daughter. as always, the trees were beautiful 
shinning with everybody’s special stars. We would 
like to thank all of our volunteers who helped plan 
the event. this event would not have been possible 
without the support from the many BFo members 
and donations from companies and individuals.

tRee oF BRiGht stARs



our stories

When my father died in 2007, it was a devastating blow for this daddy’s girl. I never imagined that my 

boys would grow up not getting to know their grandpa and it was a hard truth to accept. It still is. 

It was an incredibly difficult time for my mom as well, and trying to support her is what first connected us 

to Bereaved Families. As we tried to make sense of it all, I focused more on helping her than processing 

things myself. I’ll be honest, I attended the group for her. Or at least that’s what I thought in the beginning. 

What struck me, and stuck with me, was the incredible compassion, empathy and understanding that filled 

that room every session. It was a comfortable place. It was a safe place. It didn’t matter if you shared your 

story, just wanted to listen, or soaked through an entire box of Kleenex with your tears. It was somewhere 

my mom and I could connect and deal with the loss. 

Then in late 2011, she left me too. A sudden, and second devastating blow that left me reeling and forced 

me to not only deal with her death but also the grief I hadn’t completely worked through when my dad 

passed away. I can honestly say, it was the hardest time of my life. 

Today, I find myself connected once again to Bereaved Families, not only as a member, but as a 

director on the Board, celebrating my first anniversary with the organization. It was that compassion 

and understanding that I remembered from my initial experience with my mom that brought me back to 

Bereaved Families – it is what resonated then, and I still feel the impact of that today. 

I am strong believer in giving back – to the community we live in, and to the organizations whose work we 

are connected to and passionate about. Since the day I became a Board member, I have felt compelled to 

do whatever I can to help further the work of Bereaved Families. For me, that has meant getting involved 

in the planning and execution of some exciting initiatives that will help bring awareness to this incredible 

organization that does so much for people in our community who are dealing with the loss of a loved one.

I can’t thank you enough for the opportunity to be a part of what’s to come.

Jaime Bickerton



how we’ve grown

•			A	group	of	bereaved	parents	led	by	Dena	
Moitoso and Marilyn hollinger began meeting 
in the basement of the erb Street Mennonite 
Church in the mid ‘90’s and decided that a 
unique bereavement service was needed in 
our community.

•			These	families	worked	together	to	form	the 
Bereaved Families of ontario - Waterloo 
region affiliate which became a part of the 
Provincial organization of Bereaved Families 
of ontario in 1996.

•			In	1997 the first weekly support groups for 
bereaved parents were offered in the KW area.

•			initial programming included parent support 
groups and community education evenings 
which were held four times a year.

•			In	2002 we became our own independently 
incorporated charity.

•			healing Little hearts a support group for 
grieving preschoolers and their families was 
piloted in 2003 and the program officially 
kicked off in its completed form in 2005.

•			The	Subsequent	Pregnancy	Support	Group 
began in 2004 to meet the needs of women 
who have gone through our infant loss 
program and found the need for support 
through another pregnancy.

•			The	Growing	Through	Grief	Education	&	
outreach program began in 2004 serving 
individuals who had experienced the loss of 
a loved one.

•			www.ryansplace.com a website for information 
on teens and grief was launched in 2004.

•			In	2006 we changed our name to Bereaved 
Families of ontario - Midwestern region to 
better reflect the wider areas we serve.

•			In	2007 the newsletter became electronic 
and in 2008 through the use of Constant 
Contact our newsletter was emailed to over 
1200 addresses.

•			In	2009 BFo launched our Widow/Widower 
with dependent Children Support group for 
parents who are grieving their partner while 
supporting their children who are living at home.

•			In	January	2010 Bereaved Families moved into 
678 Belmont village, Suite 103, in Kitchener. 
this space was generously sponsored by 
Cardinal Counselling.

•			In	the	Spring	of	2011 Bereaved Families 
launched our Grandparent Support group for 
grandparents grieving adult Children and the 
death of a Parent education Series

•			In	the	Spring	of	2012, BFo-Mr hosted a four 
part educational series focused on the care and 
death of a parent. each night a professional 
shared their knowledge on the specific topic, 
as well as a peer; someone who had lived the 
experience. each person brought a different 
focus to the night.

•			In	the	Summer	of	2012 BFo-Mr launched the 
new Living with Loss Program. the stability and 
growth of BFo-Mr were contributing factors 
that led to the decision by a local bereavement 
counsellor to have Bereaved families adopt the 
‘Living with Loss’ program. ‘Living with Loss’ has 
been a core, mixed loss bereavement group in 
Waterloo region for over thirteen years. to date 
the program has assisted over 5000 individuals 
and provides a necessary 
service that is not currently 
found elsewhere within our 
community. BFo-Mr is 
honoured and motivated by 
the opportunity to continue 
providing this noteworthy 
program that ensures our 
bereaved community does 
not suffer from a lapse in 
available services.



our community

•	  BFO MR currently has 1054 households and that does not include 
businesses or donors

•	 Approximately 450 families received an anniversary card to 
commemorate their loved one

•	 Approximately 1200 households, agencies and business were sent 
our quarterly newsletter 

•	 109 one to one or telephone/email support provided

•	 29 parents attended one of our closed support groups 

•	 5 children and 8 parents were supported through the Healing Little Hearts Program

•	 Approximately 240 people have participated in the Living with Loss program 
since May 2012

•	 131 registrations were received for our Adult Children and the 
Death of a Parent series

•	 115 members of the community were reached through our Understanding 
Grief or Grief in the Workplace presentations by our speaker’s bureau

•	 130 volunteers and facilitators provided our community with their healing 
presence in the 2012 programming year

•	 105 curlers and volunteers came out to support our Bonspiel in 2012 
and we raised over $8,500

•	 105 people and golfers came to our Annual Golf Charity, where we

•	 raised over $9,500

•	 The Walk to Remember/Butterfly Release was held on September 9th 2012. 
Over 200 people attended

•	 The Tree of Bright Stars was held on November 23rd, 2012. Over 350 
people attended and over 250 stars were dedicated.

•	 The JNP Volleyball tournament was held on August 25th and 26th, 2012. 
Approximately 200 people attended and close to $5,500 was raised.

how Bereaved Families of ontario-Midwestern region
Served our community in 2012:

MeMBeRship

suppoRt pRoGRAMs

eduCAtion

eVents & FundRAiseRs

VolunteeRs

“Each of you is an 

incredible blessing. 

I wish I could find the 

words to adequately 

express my gratitude. 

I hope you hear 

my heart and thank 

you for healing 

my little one’s heart.”



financials

Fundraisers (Net)
Nevada (Net)

Personal Donations
Corporate Donations

Interest (GIC)
Grant Income

Zehrs Tapes
Honorariums

GST Refund
Other Income

Total Revenue

Advertising
Bank Charges

Board Meeting Expense
Contract Admin Support

Computer Purchase
CPP Corporate Expense

EI Corporate Expense
Facilitator Training

GST Payments
Insurance

Interest Expense
Internet Expense
Legal/Accounting
Membership fees
Mileage Expense

Misc Expense
Moving Expenses
Office Equipment

Office Rent
Office Supplies

Newsletter Expense
Parking Expense

Payroll
Photocopier Expense

Postage Expense
Software Expense

Preschool Program
Program Assessment

Program Development
Support Group Expenses

Staff Training 
Telephone

Travel Expense
Computer repairs/upgrades

Volunteer Appreciation
Volunteer Training

Wesite Hosting
Website Expense

Other

Total Expenses

Net Income/(Loss)

exPeNSeS:

reveNue:
2012 2011 2010 2009 2008
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highlights

the net proceeds from the BFo 
Midwestern region Fundraising 
events 2012:

Walk & Butterfly release:   $10,415

Golf tournament:      $9,589

tree of Bright Lights:      $7,627

raffle:        $2,477

Curling Bonspiel:      $8,547 

education Series:      $2,015

Bingo:      $10,442

volleyball tournament:      $5,481

“This group is great. 

Although it is stirring up 

some dormant feelings – 

it has shown me how 

far I have come. I have 

enjoyed meeting the 

other bereaved parents. 

Thank you.”



our sponsors

– Community Fund
–  Erb & Good Family Funeral 

Home Community Fund

Ratz-Bechtel Funeral Home & Cremation Centre
Schreiter-Sandrock Funeral Home & Chapel

Westmount Funeral Chapel



“…It’s just reassuring to know that we are not the only ones 
going through this, and that we are not crazy.”

“The grief process is still very new to me and this group has 
been a saving grace.” 

 “I find that this helps hearing others people stories.”

“This is a safe comfortable environment where grief is 
understood and appreciated for what it truly is.”

“These types of groups must continue. I don’t know what 
someone else in my situation would do without it.”

“This is an amazing group and program. My 10 weeks in this 
group has resulted in profound insight and “a-ha” moments. 
It is difficult to express in words my gratitude to BFO, Marny 
and Patti. I have come away from this group with a renewed 

sense of hope and energy to continue on my journey.”

“Everyone always gets their chance to share but also listen 
to each other. It’s nice to discuss without worrying if 

someone is going to judge you.”



Tel: 519.603.0196
Fax: 519.603.0198

www.bfomidwest.org

Bereaved Families of Ontario
Midwestern Region

65 Hanson Avenue
kitchener, ON. N2C 2H6

Mailing address:
P.O. Box 25017,
Kitchener, ON N2A 4A5


